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Abstract 
Interfacial gravity driven motion of a two-fluid system bounded above and below by rigid lids, is studied. The interfacial mo-
tion is three-dimensional, fully nonlinear and fully dispersive. By the method of successive approximations, various approxi-
mations of the method are derived, where the truncated versions are computationally fast, still being highly accurate. The ac-
curacy is tested out by numerical calculations and comparisons to accurate interfacial solitary waves in two dimensions 
wherein the reference computations, the full nonlinearity and dispersive effects are kept. The calculations show that the meth-
ods expressed by its quadratic and cubic approximations provide very accurate representation of the waves. Error estimates 
obtained by Euclidian norm tend to zero when the amplitude goes to zero. The cubic approximation of the normal velocity 
along the interface has an error of less than 0.02 percent on the side of the lower, deep fluid layer and 0.24 percent on the side 
of the upper, shallow fluid, respectively, when the wave amplitude is equal to the upper layer depth. The cubic approximation 
is still very good for solitary waves of very large amplitude; even as large as close to the conjugate flow limit, which in the 
present computations is 9.66... times the upper layer depth (depth ratio of 20.4, density ratio of 0.986). A downward shift of 
the reference level improves the calculation of the normal velocity in the thin layer.  
© 2013 J. Grue. Published by Elsevier B.V. 
Selection and/or peer-review under responsibility of Yuli Chashechkin and David Dritschel 
1. Introduction 
The description leading to the explanation of the dead water phenomenon was first made by Fridtjof Nansen 
during the Fram expedition in 1893 – 1896 when they cruised the Kara Sea along Taimyr Peninsula towards 
Cape Chelyuskin, in North-Western Russia, see Nansen (1897). Nansen became the first to observe internal 
waves in the ocean as he measured vertical oscillations of the thermocline between the cold surface water overly-
ing salt, warm Atlantic water during the Fram drift across the Nansen Basin of the Polar Ocean, see Nansen 
(1902).  
Very large internal waves were measured in the ocean and documented from 1965 and onwards (Perry and 
Schimke, 1965). Observations of signatures of the waves from space were first documented by Apel et al. (1975). 
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On the joint Apollo-Soyuz mission in 1975 the Russian and American astronauts were requested to make pictures 
of the ocean from above. In the Summary Science Report of that mission Apel (1978) prepared a subchapter de-
scribing internal wave-induced signatures on the ocean surface, and he noted that several groups of packets were 
observed. The waves were among the longest and fastest that had been observed by that time. In the same year 
Osborne, Burch and Scarlet (1978) recorded internal waves in the Andaman Sea, with surface currents up to 1 
m/s and heights more than 50 m. Osborne and Burch (1980) later suggested an interpretation of the pulse formed 
waves in the form of internal solitons. The Sulu-sea project documented groups of internal solitary depression 
waves characterized by an amplitude up to 90 m, wave speed up to 2.5 m/s and wave length in the range 2-3 km 
(Apel et al. 1985). Recently, there has been a great interest in the very large internal waves in the South China 
Sea. The tidally driven waves originate from the Luzon Strait, with wave speeds up to 3.1 m/s, see Farmer et al. 
(2009). From an engineering point of view, internal wave induced bottom currents of very long period have been 
a concern, see Grue and Sveen (2010). Internal waves in the ocean have received significant attention from fun-
damental and applied points of view, see reviews by e.g. Grue (2006), Helfrich and Melville (2006) and Bulatov 
and Vladimirov (2012). 
Very large internal waves in the ocean are typically generated by tidal flow interacting with topography, and 
the waves are usually highly nonlinear. The wave motion is not just uni-directional: wave fronts typically spead 
out in a fan-like fashion. This is a characteristic feature of the internal wave trains generated by the tidal flows at 
places like the Strait of Gibraltar, the Kara Gates and the Luzon Strait, see e.g. Farmer and Armi (1988) and 
Morozov (2006). Theoretical studies of nonlinear internal waves are mostly two-dimensional. Theories and com-
putations of waves of very large amplitude are carried out using fully nonlinear methods. The two-dimensional 
theories are reviewed in section 2.1 below.  
Weakly nonlinear theories for wave motion in three dimensions exist, e.g. Gerkema (1996). The strongly 
nonlinear theoretical counterpart in three dimensions has not yet to be developed, however. In fact, while two 
dimensional fully nonlinear calculations of internal waves are much explored, the three dimensional analysis is 
non-existent. This provides the motivation of the present paper where we develop and analyse an interfacial for-
mulation in three dimensions. We discuss and test its implementation and accuracy trough numerical compari-
sons to established solutions of interfacial solitary waves in the two-dimensional case. The wave amplitude spans 
the range from a small value to almost the conjugate flow limit. The waves are calculated for a large depth ratio 
of 20.4, so the conjugate flow limit occurs for a nondimensional amplitude of 9.66..., while the maximum ampli-
tude in the present computations is 9.4 (thin layer depth as reference depth). A large depth ratio means that the 
wave width is short or moderate in comparison to the total fluid depth, meaning that the effect of dispersion is 
also strong. Section 2 describes nonlinear interfacial modeling in two dimensions. In section 3 the three-
dimensional interfacial model is developed, with numerical calculations and error estimates given in section 4. 
Finally, section 5 is a conclusion. 
2. Nonlinear interfacial waves in two dimensions 
2.1. Background 
Several methods are developed to study nonlinear internal two-dimensional motion in fluid layers. When it 
comes to theories of interfacial solitary waves in two-layer fluids, the first works on date back to Keulegan 
(1953) and Long (1956). They investigated solutions exploiting weakly nonlinear Boussinesq equations and the 
KdV equation obtaining sech2-profiles of the permanent shaped waves. Benjamin (1967) investigated weakly 
nonlinear solutions when one of the layers is infinitely deep, allowing for wave motion along the interface as well 
as continuous stratifications, finding solitary waves of algebraic form. He also investigated flows due to two infi-
nite layers of different, but constant densities separated by an intermediate layer where the density could vary. 
This problem was at the same time considered by Davies and Acrivos (1967) studying waves of mode two. Ono 
(1975) later derived an equation accounting for the unsteady behaviour of algebraic solitary waves, a generaliza-
tion termed the Benjamin-Ono (BO) equation. The so-called finite-depth theory bridges the gap between the shal-
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2.2. Calculation of interfacial solitary waves 
In this sub-section we employ an exact formulation in two dimensions for computation of interfacial solitary 
waves of large amplitude. The interface is sandwiched between two homogeneous fluid layers of constant density 
of 1S  (lower layer) and 2S  (upper layer). Layer depths at rest are 1h  (lower) and 2h  (upper). The fluid is 
bounded above and below by horizontal rigid lids. The fully nonlinear-dispersive integral equation formulation 
includes the application of the kinematic and dynamic conditions at the interface. The method has favourably 
been compared to internal waves of very large amplitude moving along thin pycnoclines in the physical labora-
tory, where the elevation and fluid velocities have been measured by Particle Image Velocimetry and Particle 
Tracking Velocimetry, see Grue et al. (1999). The purpose of the two-dimensional computations is to provide ref-
erences for comparison to a three-dimensional interfacial formulation that is outlined in section 3 below.  
Horizontal x -axis is located at the interface at rest, and y -axis points upward. The wave motion is driven by 
gravity acting along the negative y -axis ( g  denotes acceleration of gravity). Two-dimensional computations of 
steady solitary waves are performed in a frame of reference moving with wave speed c . The motion is obtained 
by the complex velocity ( )q z c u iv    where ( , )u v  denotes velocity and z x iy   complex vari-
able. The tangential velocity in each layer is obtained along the stationary interface I  by /jq dz ds  where s  
denotes the arc length along .I  Scaled tangential velocities along the interface are obtained by 
	 
/j j jq dz d c xYY H  (  , 1, 2j  , where ( )z z Y  denotes a parameterization of .I  The integral 
equations to determine j(  are derived using Cauchy’s integral theorem for the lower and upper fluid (see Grue 
et al., 1999), giving 
	 
 	 
 	 
11 Re Imj jj z z z zj jZ H Z HI Iy d dY Y Y YYQ Y Y
a a a a a (     (¨ ¨ , 1, 2j   (1) 
for za  on I . In (1) Z z za  , *1 12H z ih za    and 
*
1 22H z ih za   . Further, primed variables 
mean 	 
1,2 1,2 Ya a a(  ( , 	 
z z Ya a , 	 
 /z zY Y Ya a a s s , etc. A star denotes complex conjugate. The dynamic 
boundary condition at the interface gives 
	 
 	 
 	 
2 2 2 21 11 2 22 1 1 0z c gyY H NH N N       (2) 
at I  were 2 1/N S S . The equations are solved by an iterative scheme where in each step 	 
1H Y , 	 
2H Y , 
	 
y Y  and c  are determined, given the amplitude of the wave. 
Fig. 1 shows calculated interfacial solitary wave profiles for lower to upper depth ratio of 1 2/ 20.4h h  . 
This depth ratio is relevant for the field observations in the COPE-experiment that took place on the Oregon 
Shelf off the US West Coast, where internal solitary waves of record high relative amplitudes, up to about 4, 
were documented (upper layer depth 2h  as reference). This is the highest nondimensional amplitudes of internal 
solitary waves that have been measured in the field, see Stanton and Ostrovsky (1998), Ostrovsky and Grue 
(2003). The calculations are here performed for amplitude up to 2/ 9.4a h  , close to the conjugate flow limit 
of 2/ 9.66a h  ... 
Dispersive effects are significant when the wave width is smaller than or comparable to the lower layer depth. 
This is true when the nondimensional amplitude is in the range between 0.5 and 5 in the present calculations. The 
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wave width is much longer than the total fluid depth when 2/ 9.4a h  , however, and the wave is then in the 
long wave regime where effect of dispersion is relatively moderate.  
3. Interfacial formulation in three dimensions 
3.1. General 
The main purpose of the paper is to describe the three-dimensional interfacial formulation, its approximations, 
and test the convergence and accuracy of the method by numerical computations of interfacial solitary waves. 
As in the previous section, a two-layer fluid has an upper layer of thickness 2h  and density 2S  and lower 
layer of thickness 1h  and density 1S . Coordinates are introduced with 1 2( , )x xx  being horizontal and y  
along the vertical. The level 0y   represents the interface at rest. The non-overturning interface I  is repre-
sented by the vertical excursion 	 
,y x tI , where t  denotes time. As before, the upper layer is bounded 
above with a rigid lid at 2y h  and the lower layer below by a rigid lid at 1y h . Three-dimensional mo-
tion of a two-layer fluid follows initial derivations given in Grue (2002, section 6). The formulation is presented 
in the form of a set of integral equations which then are expanded using the method of successive approxima-
tions. The expansions are, for the first time, systematically presented including cubic terms on explicit form. Fur-
ther, their usefulness and rapid convergence are documented by numerical calculations and comparison to solu-
tions of the fully nonlinear calculations of interfacial solitary waves described in section 2.2 above.  
The derivations are similar to those for free surface motion of single layer fluids in three dimensions, particu-
larly Clamond and Grue (2001, section 6), with documentation of numerical implementation (Fructus et al., 
2005), modeling of fission of long tsunami wave (Grue et al., 2008), and application to field measurements of 
surface waves (Grue and Jensen, 2012). The very large excursions and slopes of interfacial waves (see Fig. 1) dif-
fer fundamentally from the counterparts of free surface waves, where slopes are typically up to 0.3 (0.44 for 
Stokes waves) and excursions of surface solitary waves are up to 0.8 times the water depth.  
We assume that the flow is modelled by potential theory where 2G  is the velocity potential in the upper layer 
and 1G  the velocity potential in the lower layer. The Laplacian potentials are expressed in terms of integral equa-
tions over the interface I . For the upper layer we obtain:  
2
2, 2,
2 2
1 1 1 12 I II IdS dSr r n n r r
G QG G
 ¬  ¬s s­ ­ a­ ­    ­ ­ ­ ­ s s ®  ®¨ ¨  (3) 
where 	 
	 
2, 2 , , ,I y t tG G Ia a a a x x  denotes the value of 2G  evaluated at the interface, at position 	 
, ya ax , 
n  denotes the upward pointing normal of the interface, 	 
 	 
2 22r y ya a   x x  and 
	 
 	 
2 222 22r y y ha a    x x . The motion in the lower layer is obtained likewise: 
1
1, 1,
1 1
1 1 1 12 I II IdS dSr r n n r r
G QG G
 ¬  ¬s s­ ­ a­ ­    ­ ­ ­ ­ s s ®  ®¨ ¨  (4) 
where 	 
	 
1, 1 , , ,I y t tG G Ia a a a x x  and 	 
 	 
2 221 12r y y ha a    x x . Scaled normal velocities are 
introduced by, 
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21 1V
n
G Is  
s
 (5) 
22 1W
n
G Is  
s
 (6) 
both evaluated at the interface, where   denotes the horizontal gradient. We note that 21dS d I  x . 
3.2. Successive approximations  
While the integral equations involving the potentials and their normal derivatives along I  appear on linear form, 
they depend nonlinearly on the interfacial excursion. By expanding the inverse functions of the distances r , 1r  
and 2r  it is possible to arrive at an efficient formulation that also is highly accurate. Denote the horizontal dis-
tance by R a x x . Then  
	 
 	 

2
1/22 2
3
1 1 11 / ...
2
y y
R
r R R R
I I
 a  ¯a     ¡ °¢ ±
 (7) 
	 
 	 
 	 
2 221/2 1 12
1 3 3 5
1 1 1 1 1 1
2 61 1 11 ...
2
h y y y y h y y
r R R R R R
 a a a    ¯ %     ¡ °¢ ±  (8) 
	 
 	 
 	 
2 221/2 2 22
2 3 3 5
2 2 2 2 2 2
2 61 1 11 ...
2
h y y y y h y y
r R R R R R
 a a a    ¯ %     ¡ °¢ ±  (9) 
where 2 2 21,2 1,24R R h  , 	 
	 
1 14y y y y ha a%     , 	 
	 
2 24y y y y ha a%     , the integra-
tion is along the interface with y I  and the evaluation point is on y Ia a . In the inversion procedure of the 
integral equations we employ Fourier transform using the relations 	 
11 / 2 exp /R i kQ   ¯  ¸¢ ±k x  and 
	 
11,2 1,21 / 2 exp 2 /R i kh kQ   ¯  ¸ ¡ °¢ ±k x  where 	 
1 2,k kk  denotes the wavenumber in Fourier space 
and k  k .  
Inserting (7) – (8) into (4) we obtain 	 
V  expressed in terms of 	 
1, IG , in the form of successive ap-
proximations, where (1) (2) (3) ...V V V V     
	 
 	 
(1) 1 1,tanh IV k kh G   (10) 
	 
 	 
 	 
(2) (1)1 1,tanh IV k kh V iI I G  ¸ k    (11) 
and  
	 
(3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3)
1
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
1
kV V V V
e
  

 (12) 
	 
	 
 	 
\ ^(3,1) (1) 1 (1)1 1ˆ ˆ ˆV e V V e V VI I    ¯   ¡ °¢ ±    (13) 
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\ ^ 	 
\ ^(3,2) 2 1 2 11 11 1 12 2ˆ ˆ1 1 1V k e V k e V k e VI I I I    ¯  ¯     ¡ °¢ ± ¢ ±       (14) 
	 
 	 
\ ^ \ ^(3,3) 2 1 2 1 21 11 1, 1 1, 1 1,2 2ˆ I I IV e i e i e kI G I I G I G   ¯   ¯ ¸   ¸   ¡ °¡ ° ¢ ±¢ ±k k       (15) 
where 	 
1 1exp 2e kh  . In (12) – (15) a hat means Fourier transform. The expressions in (12) – (15) corre-
spond to that given in Fructus et al. (2005). 
Inserting (7) and (9) into (3) we obtain, similarly, 	 
 	 
(1) (2) (3) ...W W W W      expressed in 
terms of 	 
2, IG  by 
	 
 	 
(1) 2 2,tanh IW k kh G   (16) 
	 
 	 
 	 
(2) (1)2 2,tanh IW k kh W iI I G  ¸ k    (17) 
	 
(3) (3,1) (3,2) (3,3)
2
ˆ ˆ ˆ ˆ
1
kW W W W
e
  

 (18) 
	 
	 
 	 
\ ^(3,1) (1) 1 (1)2 2ˆ ˆ ˆW e W W e W WI I    ¯   ¡ °¢ ±    (19) 
	 
 	 
 	 
 	 
\ ^ 	 
\ ^(3,2) 2 1 2 11 12 2 22 2ˆ ˆ1 1 1W k e W k e W k e WI I I I    ¯  ¯     ¡ °¢ ± ¢ ±       (20) 
	 
 	 
\ ^ \ ^(3,3) 2 1 2 1 21 12 2, 2 2, 2 2,2 2ˆ I I IW e i e i e kI G I I G I G   ¯   ¯ ¸   ¸   ¡ °¡ ° ¢ ±¢ ±k k       (21) 
where 	 
2 2exp 2e kh  . 
The usefulness of solution to the integral equations obtained by the successive approximations is tested out be-
low, in calculations of interfacial solitary waves. The amplitude spans the whole range, from small to the conju-
gate flow limit (almost) for a large depth ratio 1 2/h h , where the amplitude then is several times the thinner layer 
depth.  
The three-dimensional formulation is compared to the two-dimensional formulation outlined in section 2.2. 
We specifically compare the evaluation of V  and W  of the two methods, where a reference comes from the ki-
nematic condition at the interface which reads  
t V WI    (22) 
For interfacial waves of constant shape moving with constant speed c along the 1x -axis the time derivative in 
(22) becomes t xcI I . Thus 1/ / xV c W c I  . All the three quantities are evaluated in different 
ways in the calculations.  
4. Numerical calculations  
In this section we compare the two-and three-dimensional method. Both methods are fully nonlinear and fully 
dispersive. In the two-dimensional method we solve the full integral equation, an accurate but computationally 
slow method. The successive approximations of the three-dimensional are both accurate and rapid.  
From the fully nonlinear method described in section 2.2 we calculate steadily progressing interfacial solitary 
waves, see Fig. 1. The elevation I , wave speed c , tangential velocities 1 / sGs s  and 2 / sGs s  at each side of 
the interface are evaluated, where s  denotes arc length. These parameters are input to the calculations using the 
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three-dimensional method described in section 3.2, which here is run in a narrow numerical wave tank so that the 
motion in practice is two-dimensional. From (10) – (15) we evaluate 	 
(1) (2) (3) /V V V c   and from (16) – 
(21) we evaluate 	 
(1) (2) (3) /W W W c  . Both quantities are compared to the negative wave gradient 
1x
I  
which they should equal, see(22).  
The calculations of 	 
(1) (2) (3) /V V V c   and 
1x
I  in Figs. 2, 3 exhibit values within graphical accuracy 
for wave amplitude up to and including 2/ 4a h  . This corresponds to the maximum of the dimensionless am-
plitude level of the record high internal solitary waves recorded in the COPE-experiment. Calculations with very 
large amplitudes of 2/ 5a h   and 2/ 9.4a h   show that the cubic approximation is still very good. Note 
that 2/ 9.66a h  ... equals the excursion of the conjugate flow limit.  
In the calculation with 2/ 9.4a h   the level of 0y   has been shifted downward by a depth Y , meaning 
that the interface is located at Y I  in the calculation. The lower layer then appears with a reference depth of 
1h Y  and the upper layer with a reference depth of 2h Y  where 2/ 3Y h   is used in the calculation with 
2/ 9.4a h  . The change in the reference depth improves the convergence of (8) and the successive approxi-
mations of V .  
The calculations presented in Figs. 2, 3 show that (3)V  is approximately zero for waves with 2/a h  up to 2. 
(3)V  is small but essential for the very large amplitudes.  
Calculations of (1) (2) (3)( ) /W W W c   and 
1x
I  in Figs. 4, 5 exhibit values within graphical accuracy 
for wave amplitude up to 2/ 2a h  . The cubic approximation is still good even for large amplitudes. Further, 
(3)W  is very small and close to zero when 2/a h  is up to 1. For larger amplitudes 
(3)W  should be included in 
the evaluation of W . In the calculations of W  the level of 0y   has been shifted downward by a depth Y , 
where Y  about 0.7 times the wave amplitude has been used. This improves the convergence of (9) and the use-
fulness of the approximations of W .  
4.1. Error estimates 
Magnitudes of (3)V  are evaluated. The first two become close to zero when the quadratic approximation is good, 
and the latter two close to zero when the cubic approximation is good. Euclidean norm is used in the evaluations, 
i.e.  
	 
 2
1
1/2
(3) 2 2
3 1 1/ xV V dx c dxI
d d
d d
 ¬­ ­ ­ ®¨ ¨  (23) 
	 
 	 

1
1/2
2(1) (2) (3) 2 2
4 1 1/ xV V V V dx c dxI
d d
d d
 ¬­   ­ ­ ®¨ ¨  (24) 
Similar expressions of 	 
3 W  and 	 
4 W  are obtained.  
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Table 1. Error estimates 	 
3 V  and 	 
4 V . Lower layer. All computations with 2/Y h  = 3, except for the largest wave. 
*Computation with 2/Y h  = 3. 
2/a h  	 
3 V  	 
4 V  
0.2 5.0·10í5 7.7·10í5 
1.1 4.4·10í3 2.2·10í4 
2 8.4·10í3 1.1·10í3 
3 2.0·10í2 2.6·10í3 
4 2.6·10í2 4.7·10í3 
5 3.0·10í2 7.5·10í3 
9.4Ӓ 6.2·10í2 2.5·10í2 
The value of 	 
3 V  in eq.(23) is somewhat less than 1 percent when 2/ 2a h  . It is down to 5·10í5 for 
2/ 0.2a h  , documenting convergence, see table 1. The value of 	 
4 V  in eq. (24) is up to 0.5 percent when 
2/ 4a h   and down to 1.7·10í5 when 2/ 0.5a h  . For still lower amplitude ( 2/ 0.2a h  ) the error esti-
mate increases to 	 
 54 7.7·10V  . Note, however, that in the error estimate we have divided by 
1
1/2
2 2
1xc dxI
d
d
  ¯
¡ °¡ °¢ ±¨  which reduces by a factor of 0.16 when the nondimensional amplitude reduces from 0.5 to 
0.2. 
The calculations with the very large amplitudes of 2/ 5a h   and 2/ 9.4a h   show that the cubic ap-
proximation is still very good. Values of 	 
3 V  and 	 
4 V  are 6 and 2.5 percent, respectively, for the very 
large wave. Note that 2/ 9.66a h   equals the excursion of the conjugate flow limit.  
The calculations show that (1) (2) (3)W W W   compares rather well to the reference 
1x
xI  even for 
2/ 9.4a h  . All computations illustrate that 
(3)W  is much smaller than 
1x
cI  which means that the succes-
sive approximations provide a rather efficient computational strategy solving the integral equation, which is 
strongly nonlinear in the vertical excursion of the interface. The values in table 2 show that 3( )W  is up to 1.2 
percent when 2/ 1.1a h  . Even for the big wave with amplitude 2/ 9.4a h   its value is less than 10 per-
cent. The corresponding values of 4 ( )W  are 0.24 and 4.6 percent for 2/ 1.1a h   and 9.4, respectively. 
 Table 2. Error estimates 	 
3 W  and 	 
4 W . Upper layer. 
2/a h  	 
3 W  	 
4 V  2/Y h  
0.2 1.8·10í3 3.4·10í4 0 
0.5 2.9·10í3 5.7·10í4 0.3 
1.1 1.2·10í2 2.4·10í3 0.7 
2 3.5·10í2 4.4·10í3 1.5 
3 4.6·10í2 1.2·10í2 2 
4 6.5·10í2 2.0·10í2 2.8 
5 7.1·10í2 2.4·10í2 3 
9.4 9.8·10í2 4.6·10í2 5 
 
We finally note that the small or moderate slope of the finite amplitude waves is an important reason why the 
successive approximations converge so rapidly in these examples. While (1) /V c  is proportional to the wave 
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slope, the quadratic term proportional to 
1x
I  squared and the cubic contribution proportional to 
1
3
xI . The wave 
slope obtained in numbers is 0.06 ( 2/ 0.5a h  ), 0.13 ( 2/ 1.1a h  ), 0.23 ( 2/ 2a h  ) and about 0.5 
( 2/ 9.4a h  ). 
5. Conclusions  
We study interfacial wave motion in a two-fluid system comparing two different models, where one model is 
three-dimensional and derived in various approximations, and the other model is two-dimensional and exact. The 
three-dimensional method is applied here in a two-dimensional configuration. Both methods are fully dispersive 
and fully nonlinear. The method of successive approximations is employed in the three-dimensional method, 
where computational efficiency is the purpose. An essential point has been to investigate the convergence and 
illustrate the usefulness of the method by keeping only very few terms in the approximations, still achieving high 
accuracy.  
Calculations of interfacial solitary waves are performed for a large depth ratio of 2/ 20.4a h   correspond-
ing to a realistic depth ratio in the COPE-experiment where record high nondimensional amplitudes were meas-
ured (see Stanton and Ostrovsky, 1998; Ostrovsky and Grue, 2003). For this large depth ratio, the wave width is 
smaller than or comparable to the total fluid depth, when nondimensional amplitude is of order unity. This means 
that effects of dispersion and nonlinearity both are strong. Specifically, we calculate the normal velocities /V c  
and /W c  and compare to the reference 
1x
I . All among the three quantities are equal from the theoretical 
point of view. The calculations of interfacial solitary waves of depression show:  
The error in the representation of the normal velocities measured by Euclidian norm goes to zero when the 
amplitude goes to zero. The errors in V  and W  measured by 	 
3 V  and 	 
3 W , respectively, see eq. (23), are 
0.4 percent and 1.2 percent, respectively, when 2/ 1.1a h  . These error estimates evaluate the truncation error 
in the case when the quadratic terms are kept in the successive approximations. The evaluations show that the 
quadratic approximations to (1) (2)V V V  and (1) (2)W W W  may be useful in practical computations 
of waves with amplitude comparable to the thin layer depth.  
The error in the cubic approximations of the normal velocities (1) (2) (3)V V V V   and 
(1) (2) (3)W W W W   is less than 0.02 and 0.24 percent, respectively, when the wave amplitude is 
2/ 1a h  . For very large amplitude of 2/ 5a h   the cubic approximation is still very good, with errors of 
0.8 and 2.4 percent in V  and W , respectively. Even for the wave with 2/ 9.4a h   the relative error in the 
representation of V  is only 2.5 percent using the three leading terms. Note that 2/ 9.66a h   corresponds to 
the conjugate flow limit. 
A downward shift of the reference 0y   by an amount Y  improves the calculation of W in the thin layer. 
The interface then becomes located at Y I . A value of Y  of about 0.7 times the wave amplitude a  has been 
used.  
The numerical experiments of strongly nonlinear solitary waves show that the threedimensional method ex-
pressed by its quadratic and cubic approximations provide very accurate models of the waves. This is an impor-
tant feature when it comes to the calculation of time evolution of the wave field over large domains in the hori-
zontal plane. Besides the accuracy of the method, its computational speed is significant. Calculations of interfa-
cial waves interacting with topography in three dimensions are currently being tested out.  
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